**Project Description**

This project consists of installing new street lights along Old Fairhaven Parkway as part of a biannual program to upgrade street lighting. Included in the project is approximately 6,000 linear feet of new conduit, wiring, fiber conduit for signal communications and 34 street light standards. In addition the project involves the relocating the strain (banner) pole from 12th and Mckenzie to Old Fairhaven Parkway and Donovan Street.

**Project Bid No**: 105B-2007

**Project Number**: ET-0013

**Project Schedule**
- Awarded 11/19/07
- Anticipated working days to complete: 30

**Estimated Project Cost**
- $288,200.00

**Project Engineer**
Freeman Anthony, P.E.
Phone: (360) 676-6961
Email: fanthony@cob.org

**Contractor**
- Sail Electric